This paper introduced a new compactness space called Gem-compact space , pointcompact space and Prefect-compact space under the idea of "Gem-Set" in topological spaces and study some of their properties and relations among them with basic compact space.
Introduction
The concept of compactness modulo of ideal was first defined by Newcomb 1967 [11] , also investigated by Rancin 1972 [12] , an extensively studied by Hamlett and Jankovic in 1990 [10] and [2] . Furthermore , Hamlett et al. [12] , have also studied the concept under the term accountably -compact . Abd El-Monsef et al . [8] used semi-open sets to define the class of -compact spaces and countably -compact spaces . Arafa A. Nasef [1] introduced -compact space and countably -compact space by using -open sets . Rodyna A . Hosny [9] studied some types of compactness modulo an ideal calledcompact spaces and countably -compact spaces . Dontchev [4] introduced the notions of contra-continuity , a function to be contra-continuous if the inverse image of every open set of is closed in . Recall that a door space [5] is a topological space in which every subset is either open or closed . Attention : There are some mistakes appear in our first article [7] . The mistakes are (Theorem (3.11) and theorem (3.13) ) and the true of this mistakes are (Every function is . And Every function is if the function is bijective . respective ) . This current article is our second one . The aim of the present paper is to introduce and study some types of compactness modulo an ideal under the idea of "Gem-Set" , called Gem-compact , point-compact and Prefectcompact space.
Preliminaries
Recall that the "Gem-set" [6] . Let ( ) be a topological space , , we define with respect to space ( ) as follows : ( ) ( ) A set is called '' GemSet " . An ideal for a one point and denoted by [4] , the is an ideal on a topological space ( ) at point x is defined by , where U is a non-empty subset of X .
Definition [3] :
A space is said to be compact if every open covering of contains a finite subcollection that also covers .
Definition [6]: Let (
) be a topological space , , We define ( ) , for each .
Definition [6]:
A subset A of a topological space ( ) is called prefected set if , for each . is an open set and ) .
Definition

Definition [6] :
A topological space is said to be a strongly space (briefly s-space )if and only if , for each non-empty subset of is a strongly set .
Definition [7] :
A mapping ( ) ( ) is said to be :
Theorem [3] :
Every closed subset of a compact space is compact .
Theorem [6]:
For a topological space ( ) then the following properties are held :
1-Every -space is a -space.
2-Every -space is a -space. 
The new compact space and it's properties
In this section , a new compact space is introduced under the idea of "Gem-Set" , namely , Gem-compact , Point-compact , Prefect-compact and Strongly Prefect-compact space , besides , their properties as well as their relationships with compact space are studied .
Definition : A topological space (
) is said to be :
1. Gem-compact space for each a non-empty subset A of with ⋃ a finite element in such that ⋃ .
And Gem-compact subset space for each a non-empty subset of with ⋃ a finite element in such that ⋃ . Proof :-Straight from definition of strongly space and compact space .
point-compact
Theorem :
If is prefected space then is compact space if and only if is Prefectcompact space .
Proof :-Straight from definition of compact , Prefect-compact space and prefected space .
Let be strongly , prefected space , then , if is Prefect -compact space then is Gem-compact space [point-compact space ] .
Proof:-Straight from definition of strongly , prefected space and by theorem (3.2) , (3.3) .
Let is prefected space , Strongly Prefect -compact space then ( ) is a point compact space .
Proof :-Straight from definition of prefected space and Strongly Prefect-compact space .
Theorem : Every Strongly Prefect -compact space is Prefect -compact space .
Proof:-To prove is Prefect -compact space . Let be an open cover for , with ⋃ . By hypothesis is Strongly Prefect -compact, so there exists a finite subcover of such that ⋃ ( ( )) . Thus is Prefect -compact space.
Theorem :
If is strongly and prefected space then is compact space if and only if is Strongly Prefect -compact space .
Proof :-Let is compact space . Compactness with "gem-set"
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The compactness and the mapping
In this section we study our new compact space under the functions of transpositing their properties from one space to another displaying more properties of new compact spaces .
Theorem : An injective
from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( )
1.
If ( ) is a Gem-compact space , then is a Gem-compact space .
If (
) is a point-compact space , then is a point-compact space .
) is a Strongly Prefect-compact space , then is a Strongly Prefectcompact space .
⋃ ( ( )) . By hypothesis , ( ) is a Gem-compact space . So there exists a finite element in X s.t ⋃ ( ( ))
.
. then we get that ⋃ ( ) . Thus , is a Gem-compact space .
2.
By the same way of proof theorem (4.1) (1) .
3.
Theorem :
An injective continues and from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) then : If ( ) is Prefect-compact space then is a Prefect-compact space .
Proof : By the same way of theorem (4.1) .
Corollary :
A bijective from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) , then :
) is a point-compact space , then ( ) is a point-compact space .
If (
) is a Strongly Prefect -compact space , then ( ) is a Strongly Prefectcompact space .
Proof : 1. Since is onto , so so by theorem (4.1) (1) , ( ) is a Gem-compact space .
3. By using theorem (4.1) (3) and the surjective of mapping .
Corollary :
A bijective continues , from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) , then : If ( ) is a Prefect -compact space then ( ) is a Prefect -compact space .
Proof :
Since is onto so we get that . By theorem (4.2) . is a Prefect -compact space .
Corollary : A bijective
and open mapping from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) , then :
) is a Strongly Prefect -compact space then ( ) is a Strongly Prefectcompact space .
Proof : 1. By theorem (2.12) is
. Therefore we get that ( ) is Gem-compact space by Corollary (4.3) (1) .
By theorem (2.12) and theorem (4.3) (2).
By theorem (2.12) and theorem (4.3) (3).
Corollary :
A homeomorphism from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) , then : If ( ) is a Prefect -compact space then ( ) is a Prefect -compact space.
Proof : By theorem (2.12) so is . Therefore we get that ( ) is Prefectcompact space by Corollary (4.4).
Theorem : A bijective
, from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) , then :
) is a Strongly Prefect -compact space , then ( ) is Strongly Prefectcompact space .
Proof : 1. Let and
therefore , ⋃ ( ( )) , then we get ⋃ . Thus ( ) is a Gemcompact space .
2.
By the same way of proof theorem (4.7) (1) .
3.
By the same way of proof theorem (4.7) (1) . 
Theorem
) ( ) ( ) in such that ⋃ ( ( ( ))) , since is . Then ⋃ ( ( ( ))) .So ⋃ ( ( ( ))) . Therefore ⋃ ( ( )) . Thus ( ) is Prefect -compact space .
Corollary :
A bijective and continuous mapping from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) , then :
) is a point-compact space , then ( ) is point-compact space .
If (
Proof : 1. By theorem (2.13) is .So by above theorem (4.7) (1) we get that ( ) Gem-compact space.
By theorem (2.13) and theorem (4.7) (2) .
3. By theorem (2.13) and theorem (4.7) (3) .
Corollary :
A homeomorphism from a topological space ( ) into a topological space ( ) , then : If ( ) is Prefect -compact space then ( ) is Prefectcompact space .
Proof : By theorem (2.13) and theorem (4.8) . Proof :-By the same way of theorem (4.14) .
Theorem
Theorem :
An injective and -map from prefected and Hausdorff ( ) space onto Strongly Prefect -compact ( ) space , then is contra-continuous .
Proof :-By theorem(3.10) , theorem (4.3 (3) and theorem (3.13) . 2-By the same way of theorem (4.25)(1) .
